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GRADUATES TO  MEET AT MONASH
Delegates  from  almost  all  the  Austr'alian  universities  will  attend  the  16th  annual  meeting  of  the  Australian

University Graduate Conference to be held at Monash next month.

The   meeting   will   be   opened   by   the   Lieutenant
Governor  of  Victoria,   Sir  John  Young,  on  Friday,
February 12 at 7.30 p.in. in Robert Blackwood Hall and
will  continue  at  Normanby  House  over  the  following
two  days.    The  Monash  Graduates  Association  is  co-
hosting the event and interested p-ersons on campus have
been invited to attend sessions.

The  major theme to  be explored is the influence of
graduate    organisations    on    university/government
relations.  Discussion  is  also  expected  to  centre  on  the
role of universities in vocational guidance and possible
future directions of Australian universities in relation to
technological and social change.

Mr Bob Hawke,  the Shadow Minister for Industrial
Relations, will be guest speaker at the conference dinner
to be held on the Saturday night. Other speakers during
the meeting will include Mr Lionel Parrott, Officer-in-
Charge  of  the  Careers  and  Appointments  Service  at
Monash.

For    details    on    attendance    contact    Mrs.    Vicki
Thomson, ground floor   University Offices,  ext.  2002.

JOINT COAL TO OIL PROJECT
Monash University and British Petroleum Company

Ltd have embarked on  a major collaborative research
project   aimed   at   exploring   a   promising   alternative
method of converting brown coal into liquid fuels.

The   research,   which   will   be   funded   by   British
Petroleum  to  the  extent  of $450,000  over  three years,
will be done by Professor W.Roy Jackson and Dr Frank
Larkins,  of Chemistry.

They   will   investigate   the   use   of  synthesis   gas   (a
mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen) rather than
pure hydrogen as a reactant in the conversion process.

Professor Jackson and Dr Larkins say their aim is to
develop new catalysts which will enable the reaction to
be  carried  out  at  lower  pressures  and  temperatures,
making it much more attractive commercially.

Professor  Jackson says:  "The synthesis gas reaction
has potential advantages over the direct hydrogenation
route in that it uses synthesis gas which is cheaper than
hydrogen,   eliminates   expensive   drying   of  coal,   and
yields  alternative  liquid  products  which  may  be  more
acceptable to an oil refinery."

PUBLIC DEBATE ON IVF ISSUES
Monash's  Centre  for  Human  Bioethics  will  hold  a

public conference on  ``In Vitro Fertilisation:  Problems

and Possibilities"  on March  11.
The  conference  is  particularly  pertinent  in  light  of

recent  discussion  in  the  Press  on  the  ethics  of  IVF
programs  and  calls  for  public  study on  the  issue.  It  is
designed  to  explore  some  of the  scientific,  ethical  and
social questions raised by IVF,  and t`o provide a broad
platform for critical and informed discussion.

Speakers will include Professor Carl Wood, Monash;
Dr  Joseph  Santamaria,  St  Vincent's  Hospital;  Dr  Ian
Brand,   PANCH;   Dr   Priscilla  Kincaid-Smith,   Royal
Melbourne   Hospital;    Ms    Helga   Kuhse,    Mr   Alan
Rassaby,  Centre  for  Human  Bioethics;  and  Professor
Louis Waller,  Victorian Law Reform Commissioner.

The  day-long  conference  will  be  held  at  the  Royal
Australasian College of Surgeons in Spring Street.  For
further  information  contact  Dr  Margaret  Brumby  on
ext.  2845.

PHYSICIST ELECTED TO COMMISSION
A  senior  lecturer  in  Physics,  Dr  Trevor  Hicks,  has

been elected a member of the Commission for Neutron
Diffraction, a specialist body of the International Union
of Crystallography.

This    Union    is    affiliated    with    UNESCO's
International Council of Scientific Unions, and funded
by    adhering    national    organisations    such    as    the
Australian  Academy  of  Science.     The   International
Union     of    Crystallography    publishes     Acta
Crystallographica A and 8 and the Journal of Applied
Crystallography.

MONASH STUDENT WINS US AWARD
John  Andrew  Richards,  a  chemistry  graduate,  has

won   the   first  Aileen   S.   Andrew   Scholarship   to  be
awarded at Monash.

The  scholarship,   for  Ph.D.   study,   is  one  of  two
created last year by the Aileen S. Andrew Foundation,
of Chicago.

One   scholarship   is   awarded   at   the   University  of
Melbourne   for   work   in   engineering   or   veterinary
science. The other is awarded at Monash for work in the
fields of engineering,  science or pre-clinical medicine.

Mr Richards, who recently completed his Bachelor of
Science  degree  with  first  class  honours,  will  use  the
scholarship  to  continue  research  on  the  interaction  of
radiation with matter.



COUNCIL ELECTION
Nominations have been called for the casual election of
one member of the Council by full-time members of the
teaching staff other than professors.  Nominations must
be  lodged  with  the  Returning  Officer  by  12  noon  on
Friday,  February  5.  In  the  event  of there  being  more
than one nomination a ballot will be held at 12 noon on
Friday, March 5.

ON SHOW AT RBH
Robert  Blackwood  Hall  -  as the  first and possibly

only contact  point with  Monash  for  many visitors  -
this  year  is  making  available  its  foyer  to  departments
wishing   to   mount   displays   highlighting   activities   in
other parts of the University.

Two display boards, donated by the Monash Parents
Group,  will be available for photographs,  posters and
the like and space is available for free-standing items.

For  further information contact RBH Manager,  Mr
Don Vincent,  on ext.  3091.

CCE STARTS THE YEAR
Interested in learning a new language - or, perhaps,

shining your knowledge of one?
The   Centre   for   Continuing   Education   is   again

offering evening language classes for beginners and, in
some  languages,  for  advanced  students.  These  classes
will start in the first week of March.

The languages available are: Chinese, Dutch, French,
German, Indonesian, Italian,  Japanese, Modern Greek
and Spanish.

For further information and registration contact Mrs
Helen Pearse on ext.  3718.

A second activity currently being planned by CCE is
the large-scale Welcare '82 program which will examine
current issues in welfare and health care for professional
staff.

First up in the series is a workshop on "Working with
Interpreters" to be held on March 16.  Other sessions in
the same month will deal with ` `Professional Burn-out' '
(the 22nd) and "Death and Dying"  (the 29th).

For information about the program contact ext. 3717
or  3718.

RESIDENT STAFF, NORMANBY HOUSE
The Centre  for Continuing Education has vacancies

for    two    resident    staff   at    its    conference    centre,
Normanby House.

The main responsibility involves being  "on call"  at
times   during   evenings   and   weekends   when   live-in
conference groups are using the building.

One of the places available is suitable only for a single
person;  the  other  is  a  small  self-contained  flat  which
could accommodate a couple.

Further   information   can   be   obtained   from   the
Assistant Manager,  Mr Des Sheel,  on ext 3930.

RESEARCH GRANTS AND FELLOWSHIPS
Applications have been invited for the following:

•  Wheat  Industry  Research  Council  Research  Grants
1982/83. Further information and application forms are
available    from    Ms    L.     MCDonald    (ext.     3073).
Applications  close  with  Assistant  Registrar,  Mr  B.D.
Shields,  on Friday,  February 22.

•Australian    Institute    of    Nuclear    Science    and
Engineering  Fellowships.  These  are  open  to  Ph.D.  or
equivalent  graduates  and  tenable  in  Australia  for  at
least two years; salary S17,000 to $22,000.  Applications
close with the Graduate Scholarships Officer,  Mr D.J.
Kelly, on February 21  (or a later round on August 24).

...AND THERE IS MORE T0 COME
Sound's  back  in  '82  and  other  Information  Office

publications are gearing up for the new year too.
*The  first  "Monash  Reporter"  will be published on

Tuesday,  March 2.   Copy deadline is Friday,  February
19.    For  further  information  contact  the  editor,  ext.
2003  (ground floor,  University Offices).

*The  deadline  for  the  first  "Month  at  Monash",
covering events in March, is Thursday February 18. An
advertisement   featuring   the   month's   highlights   will
appear in the Age on Saturday, February 27 and a full
listing  will  be  available  to  inquirers.     Contact  Vicki
Thomson, ext. 2002 (ground floor, University Offices).

*The  1982 visitor's guide,  ``This Is Monash", should

be available in early March.   In the meantime, supplies
of the  1981  guide,  which  includes  a  campus  map,  are
still available (contact ext.  2002).

POSITIONS VACANT
New positions available,  not previously listed in Sound:

ACADEMIC
ENGINEERING

Chemical Engineering - Continuing Lecturer/Sen.  Lecturer
MEDICINE

Obstetrics    &    Gynaecology    -    Research    Assistant/Fellow;
Pharmacology - Research Assistant;  Research Assistants (2)

SCIENCE
Zoology - Research Assistant

GENERAL
ARTS

Visual Arts - Assistant to the Curator
BUILDINGS & GROUNDS

Foreman Gardener
COMPUTER CENTRE

Computer Systems Maintenance Engineering, Technical Assistants
Jun.  (2)

ECONOMICS & POLITICS
Econometrics & Operations Research - Secretary

ENGINEERING
Civil Engineering - Computer   Programming Technician

LAW
Typist

MEDICINE
Obstetrics & Gynaecology - Typist (adult or junior); Physiology
- Animal Attendant A

SCIENCE
Chemistry - Technical Officer A

REGISTRAR
Secretary (Administrative)

UNION
C.R.A.C.   -   Co-Ordinator;   Sports   &   Recreation   Assoc.   -
Grounds staff

Copies of relevant advertisements can be sighted on application to
Room  101,  First Floor,  University Offices Annexe.

Telephone inquiries about academic positions should be directed to
extension  2047,  clerical positions  to  2038,  and  technical positions to
2055 .
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